
“We see the world in colour, so it’s always an
important area,” notes Alex Newson, curator of a new
exhibition at the Design Museum. “We commissioned
Hella Jongerius to produce a series of works
engaging with colour in new and interesting ways.
It’s the culmination of her decades of research.”

Breathing Colour looks at how colour behaves, in a
variety of media and conditions. “One major aspect
is the changing quality of light during the day and
its transformational effect,” explains Alex. “We have
more control over light now – you can buy LEDs in
particular temperatures – but don’t always consider
its impact on colour.

“In the process of industrialising colour, we’ve
stopped asking people to look at it; this encourages

visitors to rediscover their emotional connection.
Rather than restrictive paint charts and chemical
optimisation, it’s harking back to mixing pigments
and imagining an infinite number of shades and
tones.”

There is a scientific element to Hella’s work, observes
Alex, “with the optical effects of light broken down
into a spectrum, but we’re also interested in the
subjective – each individual’s appreciation of colour.

“Another thing you might not think about is
positioning. Hella has a series of vase-like installation
objects she calls tumblers painted in a single colour,
but when placed next to other colours they change.
The eye perceives them all as grey, editing out that
they’re made up of 10 different hues.”
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It’s town versus country in Amanda Craig’s
latest novel. The Lie of the Land (hardback
£16.99, Kindle £8.99) is the tale of a
London family decamping to a farmhouse
in Devon – black comedy about a marriage
in crisis and astute social satire shifting
into gripping mystery.

Or if you prefer your psychological thrillers
in podcast form, try star-studded audio
drama Homecoming. Set in a secret military
facility, it features Catherine Keener, Oscar
Isaac, David Schwimmer, David Cross and
Amy Sedaris, and balances zeitgeist issues
like shady government and lack of mental
health support for veterans
with a twisty
conspiracy plot.
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Coloured Vases (series 3), 2010, Hella Jongerius

There are over 450 events at this year’s London
Festival of Architecture, which explores the theme
of memory – many of them free. Highlights include:
Somerset House’s Memory Machine, which
encourages participants to map an evolving London
through drawing and collage; talks by leading
architects Sir David Adjaye, Daniel Libeskind and
Lord Richard Rogers; films and discussion exploring
the history of Covent Garden’s famous market;
a new events pavilion at Dulwich Picture Gallery,
the result of a design competition marking
the venue’s 200th anniversary; architectural and
engineering practices throwing open their doors
to the public; and the return of the ever-popular
Great Architectural Bake Off and Lego Challenge.
Full details on the website.
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The exhibition also explores reflections and various
shapes, textures and materials. “I really hope it’ll
inspire visitors to question the role of colour in
their lives. Hella’s used abstract forms designed
specifically to exhibit certain phenomena, but there
are also more domestic objects like furniture, so
you can see how a piece might change from hazy
morning sunlight through to evening.

“It definitely has a practical application, and it’ll be
interesting to see different engagement from visitors
and designers or manufacturers. One reason for
the industrialisation of colour is that it’s easy for
consumers, but perhaps we’re moving towards
wanting something freer and more personalised –
we’re accustomed to bespoke tailoring that reflects
who we are.”

Alex was particularly struck by the display examining
shadows. “We think of them as black or grey, a non-

colour, but actually they’re made up of an incredible
range of reflections – and they help us locate an
object in its space. Since I saw that, I’ve been
walking round for ages looking at shadows!

“We can be so oblivious to the fragility, instability
and complexity of colour. The brain processes out
information to make it simpler for us, like the changes
across a surface, but allowing those patterns and
contradictions back in opens up a whole new way
of seeing.”

BREATHING COLOUR
JUNE 28-SEPTEMBER 24

Design Museum, Kensington W8
Adults £10.50, 6-15 £5.25, under-6s free
www.designmuseum.org


